
MRHPT2030BK
MediaRange Toner Cartridge, Replacing HP W2030A/415A, 2.400
Pages, Black

MediaRange Toner cartridges are perfect for use in laser printers, copiers and multifunction
printers. Our toner cartridges, available in regular or XL sizes, are specifically designed for each
printer model making it easy to replace them. Whether for office, business or at home: Our
cartridges reproduce your documents in bright rich colors.

 

Multiple Color Options: Choose from a variety of color options
including Black, Yellow, Magenta, and Cyan.
Sizes for Every Need: Our Toner Cartridges are available in
regular size for standard printing requirements and XL size for
those with higher volume printing needs.
Excellent Printing Quality: Perfect for clear texts and detailed
graphics in bright rich colors at highest coverage.





FEATURES

Single toner cartridge replacing: HP W2030A/415A (Black)
Page Yield: Approx. 2.400 pages at 5% coverage
Specifically designed for each printer model
Fast and easy replacement
Bright rich colors
Sharp texts and detailed graphics
Excellent coverage and print quality

APPLICATIONS

Office: Designed for high-quality prints, such as documents, reports, and presentations.
Business: For operations, with high print quality and excellent coverage.
Home: Excellent printings for all your individual needs, from important paperwork to personal
records.
Compatible with the following label printer models*: HP Color LaserJet Enterprise M 455 dn,
HP Color LaserJet Pro MFP M 480 f, MFP M 450 Series, MFP M 454 dn, MFP M 454 dw,
MFP M 454 fw, MFP M 454 nw, MFP M 454, MFP M 478 fdn, MFP M 479 dn, MFP M 479 dw,
MFP M 479 fdn, MFP M 479 fdw, MFP M 479 fnw, MFP M 479 Series   

* All brand names & trademarks are the properties of their respective holders and are referred to
here for descriptive purposes only.

EAN Code Piece:4260664875314

EAN Code Carton:4260664875321
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